Lymphangioma is a tumor-like lesion of lymphatics that most often located in the head and neck area, usually causing marked cosmetic and functional problems. Challenge continues to find a safe and effective modality of treatment for anatomical and functional purposes. Until now, no satisfactory methods in lymphangioma elimination.

Methods: A 12 years old boy with lymphangioma of the left buccal was referred to the division of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery in Cipto Mangunkusumo hospital. Suction and intralesional steroid injection was decided as a treatment in this patient. Pressure garment customized the size was made and applied to maintain and prevent healing in sagging position.

Discussion: Long term result should be evaluated, in this patient since the repair just only for 5 months. At follow up, 5 months post operatively after Suction and intralesional steroid injection, the buccal had improved significantly with normal anatomical and functional result.

Conclusion: In our experience, the correction of the buccal lymph-hemangioma with suction and intralesional steroid injection was achieved a satisfactory result.
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In most cases detected at birth or early in a child’s life, usually before the age of two years. About 60% are seen at birth and 80-90% manifest by the age of two years. The latter, congenital malformation, can remain asymptomatic for a long period of time. On the other hand, it may grow rapidly, surrounding or infiltrating the neighboring tissues or other major structures. 4, 5, 6

Lymphangiomas are usually causing marked cosmetic and functional problems, re-
currences are common. There are several treatment options, although some cases of successful surgical excision have been reported, complete resection of lymphangiomas is difficult due to their diffuse infiltration and interwining with adjacent tissues, as well as their tendency to bleed. The risk of damage to surrounding structures (nerve and muscle) or poor cosmetic results (long scar) is high. Sclerotherapy agents have been shown to have less satisfactory result, their use has been associated with severe systemic and cosmetic side effects. Systemic corticosteroid treatment has been reported to be an effective adjunct to surgery, but it may be ineffective as a sole agent. Challenge continues to find a safe and effective modality of treatment for anatomical and functional purposes.  

Very few cases of lymph-hemangiomas have been reported in the literature. We refer to case report about the satisfactory result in treatment of lymphangioma circumscriptum by suction, but there are no publications regarding suction therapy on lymph hemangioma in the face.

**CASE 1**

A 12 years old boy was presented to the division of Plastic and Reconstructive surgery in Cipto Mangunkusumo hospital with complaints of increase in left buccal size since 3 days ago, palpable and painless, no teeth ache and no history of tooth extraction. He had a left buccal swelling since birth.

On clinical examination the left buccal was found oval in shape, 5x4x3 cm sized, no erythema, soft, compressible, no warmth and painless. The neurological examination was normal. The definitive histological diagnosis was lymph-hemangioma.

A decision to manage the buccal lymphangioma with suction and intralesional steroid injection was made after informing the parents. Benign tumor involving the inferior region of his left midfacial region (cheek). Intraoral view (right), the tumour does not protrude and damage into the oral cavity (Figure 1). Intraoral view (right), the tumour does not protrude and damage into the oral cavity (Figure 1)

**Operating Procedures**

On the general anesthesia, an oval shape of lymph-hemangioma approximately 5x4x3 cm, including the sternocleidomastoid muscle, the hyoid bone, the angle of the mandible and the incision sites are marked with gentian-violet.

We performed two incisions, in the submental crease and in the posterior lobular crease of the left ear. The incision is created and the immediate surrounding skin is sharply undermined with a small tenotomy scissors to allow appropriate placement of the cannula in the proper plane and to prevent postoperative irregularities at the incision site. The appropriate plane is just deep to the dermal–subcutaneous interface. Then without wetting, insert the suction cannula approximately 2mm in diameter from the incision, cannula was used to aspirate the serous fluid with fibrous tissue, avoid the branch of facial nerve.

Remainding lymph-hemangioma was injected with 1 cc triamcinolone acetonide. The application of a under pressure bandage was performed postoperative then change with under pressure garment as soon as possible.

**RESULT**

At follow up, 5 months postoperatively, the buccal had improved significantly with respect to size, color, and no pain was observed. Invisible scar, without sagging position and normal function of nervus facialis.

**Figure 1.** Preoperative appearance. Lateral view (left), tumour hangs below the inferior margin of the left mandible. anterior view, the benign tumor involving the inferior region of his left midfacial region (cheek). (1, right) Intraoral view, the tumour does not protrude and damage into the oral cavity.
Lymph-hemangiomas are rare benign tumors that appear to arise from congenital malformation of the vascular system. The formation of that tumor may be explained by obstruction of the venolymphatic communication, between dysembrioplastic vascular tissue and the systemic circulation. The incidence of lymph-hemangiomas varies from 1.2 to 2.8 per 1000 newborns, both sexes get equally affected.

The clinical onset of lymph-hemangiomas can vary from a slowly growing cyst over a period of years to an aggressive enlarging tumor, without invasive ability. In untreated cases, complications such as hemorrhage inside cysts, spontaneous or traumatic rupture, infection nerve compression causing pain and paresthesias, respiratory difficulty and disfigurement may occur. In our case, sudden increase in the left buccal size was not have any complication.

The technique of suction presents a means of partially removing the deep cisterns while preserving their integrity. Suction has proven save in large number of patients. As in our patient, the small incision in the submental crease and in the posterior lobular crease required for insertion of the suction cannula presents an additional advantages over a surgical approach requiring a long incision. Permanent injury to the marginal mandibular branch of the facial nerve is rare as in hypesthesia secondary to injury to the great auricular nerve. When paresis, paresthesia, or paralysis occurs, it is almost always short-lived and resolves with the tincture of time. Furthermore, the technique offer a change to sculpt and taper the subcutaneous tissue so that any major contour defect is minimized. Post operative, the scar will be small and disguise, that very important in location that not be closed with clothes.

Edgerton has shown that steroids tend to sensitize the vascular bed to vasoconstricting agents. Intralional administration of triamcinolone devoid of systemic side effects. Corticosteroid treatment has been reported to be an effective adjunct to surgery, but it may be ineffective as a sole agent. Furthermore, irregularities that become evident after suction procedure are almost always transient and treated with reassurance, gentle massage, and occasionally, dilute steroid injection.

Other techniques available are surgical excision, injection of sclerotic agents, cryotherapy, Laser and radiotherapy (by radium, roentgen ray or radon seed), but none of them produced acceptable results. Recently, two sclerosing agents, bleomycin and OK-432, have been favored by some surgeons in the treatment of lymphangioma. However, the surgeon should be alert for the possible serious complications. The most serious adverse effect of bleomycin is interstitial pneumonia and pulmonary fibrosis. Mortality due to bleomycin sclerotherapy has also been reported. Complete surgical excision also presents the lowest recurrence rate, while complete surgical eradication may become more difficult and this procedure will remove a lot of tissue that is not a malignant tissue. The recurrence rates vary depending on the complexity of the mass, the anatomical location and the adequacy of the excision. However, lesions that have been completely excised, present 10-27% recurrence, while those being partially resected may recur in 50-100%. Although surgical excision was more effective than sclerotherapy, there was a high complication rate of 12% to 33% associated with surgical excision. Radiotherapy is used when surgical excision is not feasible; the radio-
The sensitivity of hemo-lymphangiomas is not well understood.\textsuperscript{3, 19, 20, 21, 22}

An important issue remains the continuous lymphorrhya during the instant post-operative period are the application of an under pressure bandage or the prolonged drainage.\textsuperscript{3} The application of under pressure garment also maintain and prevent healing in sagging position.\textsuperscript{16}

**SUMMARY**

The challenges to find new ways to treat lymphangioma is needed because there is no satisfactory methods in lymphangioma elimination to date. Based on our experience the correction of the buccal lymph-hemangioma with suction and intralesional steroid injection will give satisfactory result.
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